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User manual and maintenance instruction 
for the dispenser WOPA 

Dispensers WOPA are especially intended or dosing of liquid abrasive soaps.  
 
Installation: 

1. Using the attached key, open the front cover of the 

dispenser and take out the tank with dosing pump. 

2. Fix the dispenser to the wall with attached 4 screws, 

minimally 10 cm above the washbasin. 

3. Return the tank back to the dispenser. 

4. Fill in the abrasive soap isofa through the upper gap and 

close with a cap. 

5. Fill in just only original suspensions isofa, do not dilute 

the content. 

6. Close the front cover of the dispenser until it clicks, and 

push the button a few times to the maximal position to 

push out the air and fill the pump with soap. 

7. During this, the dispenser can sputter. Cover the pump 

with your hand to avoid pollution of surrounding. 

8. Ready dispenser doses 1,5 ml of the soap and does not 

sputter. 

 

The full dose is 1,5 ml of abrasive soap, what is suitable amount 

for washing of ordinarilly polluted hands. 

For higher level of pollution use 2 - 3 doses or repeat washing 

itselves. 

 

Do not forget to refill the tank of dispenser in-time to avoid air coming into the pump. 

During ordinary refilling it is not necessary to take out the tank. 

 
Cleaning and maintenance: 

1. In case of in-time refilling the dispenser does not need any special maintenance. Wash the 

dispenser once a year. 

2. Wash the dispenser always when you 

change the kind of soap or when the 

dispenser is blocked. 

3. Screw out the pump from the tank of 

the dispenser and take out the part 

with membrane valve. 

4. Push out the rest of suspensions 

(soap) and rinse with water. 

http://www.cormen.cz/p/828/5714/isofa-200clas-myci-suspenze
http://www.cormen.cz/p/921/5715/isofa-300max-myci-suspenze
http://www.cormen.cz/p/921/6246/davkovac-na-abrazivni-mydlo-wopa-2-5l
http://www.cormen.cz/p/828/5716/isofa-100-pro-myci-suspenze

